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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
Weekday $9,716,000 $1,995,000 $8,917,000 $7,238,000 -$904,000







































Summary of Annual CO2 Emission Reductions for the Adaptive Signals 
Corridor 
Weekday CO2 Savings Weekend CO2 Savings 
Tons Dollars Tons Dollars 
A1 3120 $112,000 650 $23,000 
A2 640 $23,000 120 $4,000 
A3 2890 $104,000 1080 $39,000 
A4 2320 $84,000 400 $14,000 
A5 -310 -$11,000 -650 -$23,000 
Total 8660 $213,000 1610 $58,000 
 
Travel Time Comparison Tool
Arterial Ranking Tool
2 Analysis Date Selection
3 Time Selection
Travel Delay Monitor
The travel delay monitor displays cumulative congested miles over time. Rush hour times
can often be identified, as shown in the figure below for I-476 and I-95 ramps.
Travel Time outputs cumulative frequency diagrams. The vertical blue line represents the ideal
travel time, no stoppage and following the speed limit.
Equation and Calculation Analysis
The hourly volumes were estimated by the following equation 
                             * *i ivol AADT k d  
where, 
voli = estimated volume for hour i 
AADT = annual average daily traffic 
ki = hourly vehicle percentages from (1) 
d = directional distribution (assumed to be 0.5) 
 
The difference in travel time for each hour, before and after the adaptive 
signal deployment was calculated using the following equation 
                                  
, ,i before i after iTT TT TT      
where, 
   TTbefore,i = median travel time during the before period for hour i 
     TTafter,i = median travel time during the after period for hour i 
 
The user benefit for trucks during each hour was then calculated 
              
, * *% * *truck i i i i t tuser vol TT T PPV VOT     
where, 
%Ti = percentage of truck traffic for hour i, from (1) 
PPVt = number of passengers for commercial vehicles (1 for trucks)  
VOTt = time value of money for commercial vehicles, $94.04/veh-hr (2) 
 
 The hourly user costs for passenger cars and commercial trucks in both 
directions were aggregated to compute the daily user cost for each corridor. 
The annual user costs were then computed by using weekly and yearly 

















     
Changes in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions were computed using 
the method adopted by (3). Using conversion factors from the 
Argonne National Laboratory, a passenger car is expected to 
consume 0.87 gal of gasoline per hour. This number was 













    
The following equation computes the CO2 emissions in tons. The 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates the amount of 











    
 
The USEPA also estimates the social cost of CO2 as $36/ton 
(5) and the cost of CO2 was determined using this equation. 
PennDOT Web Application Suite
Corridor Analysis Procedure
Corridor Selection1
a) Alphabetical selection b) County selection
a) Timing Plan selection
b) Hourly selection
Before and after selection
Travel Time defaults for the
integration of timing plan data (a),
while Arterial Ranking allows
selection of specific hour ranges
(b). Travel Delay Monitor displays
hours within the date selection.
Clicking on the peak times highlights the corridor with the delay speeds, as shown above
for corridor A3. Hovering also provides the distances these speeds occur, as show below.
Arterial Ranking displays arterial performance as Reliability vs. Central Tendency in the graph in
the lower left hand corner of the figure above.
Arterial Ranking also outputs this one-
dimensional graph, displaying the reliability of
the corridor using the difference of the 75th
and 25th percentile and the ideal travel time.
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
day 9 716 $1,995, 0 8 917 7 38 -$9 4,0






































$11,746, 00Totals $2,373, 0 $12,287,000 8 575 9 5
In summary, the net user benefit from the five corridors
was determined to be $32 million. In addition, carbon
dioxide emissions were reduced by over 10,000 tons – an
equivalent savings of nearly $275,000.
TRB Paper # 17-00314
Corridors are listed alphabetically (a) for Travel Time and Travel
Delay Monitor. A county selection (b) is used for Arterial Ranking.
Before (red) and after
(green) dates are selected
on a calendar.
$32 Million total benefit
$275,000 CO   savings
10,000 tons CO   reduced
2
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US 1 / State Rd.
US 30 / 
Lancaster Ave
Belmont Ave
The user benefits for passenger cars were computed  
                     
, * *% * *car i i i i c cuser vol TT C PPV VOT     
where, 
%Ci = percentage of car traffic for hour i, assumed as (1 % )iT   
PPVc = number of passengers for passenger cars, 1.25 for cars (2) 
VOTc = time value of money for passenger cars, $17.67/person-hr (2) 
 






at speeds of 5-9
mph.
Arterial Ranking also outputs this one-
dimensional graph, displaying the varianceof
the corridor travel time from the ideal travel
time.
